
JULY & AUGUST
2022

3-Hour Skill Builder Intensive Clinic #1
Fundamentals of Holster Drawing & 
Post-Engagement Tactics 
Tuesday, July 12, 2022 - 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm 

This 3-hour intensive skill-builder clinic will bring the students through a  
‘basics of safety’ review, then transition into training modules relating to 
the safe and tactical use of both external and concealment holsters, 
effective combat presentation from the holster, ready positions, safety 
circle (Sul,) and introduce the concepts of post-engagement assess-
ment tactics. 

Course tuition (includes targets and range fees): 
CCSSEF Members and non-members: $60  

Registration link:   http://classes.critical-dynamics.com/sbc1-knh 

---------- 

3-Hour Skill Builder Intensive Clinic #2
Mastering Trigger Control Techniques 
Tuesday, July 19, 2022 - 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm 

This 3-hour intensive skill-builder clinic will bring the students through a  
‘basics of safety’ review, then transition into training modules designed 
to produce immediate and dramatic improvements to a student's level 
of accuracy and shooting proficiency.  Trigger control is often the most 
misunderstood of the 'fundamentals of marksmanship.'  Understanding 
and application of concepts and techniques taught in this clinic are 
guaranteed to produce immediate results. This training will also include 
a module on quickly and efficiently establishing a proper combat grip 
through the understanding of using tactile index points. 

Course tuition (includes targets and range fees): 
CCSSEF Members and non-members: $60 

Registration link:   http://classes.critical-dynamics.com/sbc2-knh 

---------- 

3-Hour Skill Builder Intensive Clinic #3
Ammunition Management & Administrative Loading, 
Emergency and Tactical Reloading
Tuesday, July 26, 2022 - 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm 

This 3-hour intensive skill-builder clinic will bring the students through 
a ‘basics of safety’ review, then transition into training modules covering 
the concept and practice of efficient ammunition management, proper 
staging of pistol magazines, administrative loading and press checks, 
as well as proper emergency reloading and effective tactical reloading 
in theory and practice.  Students will also learn the principles behind 
safe and efficient one-handed emergency reloading. 

Course tuition (includes targets and range fees): 
CCSSEF Members and non-members: $60 

Registration link:   http://classes.critical-dynamics.com/sbc3-knh 

---------- 

3-Hour Skill Builder Intensive Clinic #4
Stoppages and Malfunctions: Diagnostics 
and Immediate Actions 
Tuesday, August 2, 2022 - 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm 

This 3-hour intensive skill-builder clinic will bring the students through a  
‘basics of safety’ review, then transition into training modules that compare 
and contrast stoppages and ammunition-related malfunctions, providing an 
understanding of the critical differences between the two, and teaching the 
student how to properly diagnose and tactically remediate the dreaded "jam."  
(Unless it's strawberry jam.  Then it's not dreaded.  Because strawberry jam 
is yummy.)  Students will also learn the principles behind safe and efficient 
one-handed immediate-action procedures. 

Course tuition (includes targets and range fees): 
CCSSEF Members and non-members: $60 

Registration link:   http://classes.critical-dynamics.com/sbc4-knh 

---------- 

3-Hour Skill Builder Intensive Clinic #5
Shooting on the Move 
Tuesday, August 9, 2022 - 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm 

This 3-hour intensive skill-builder clinic will bring the students through a  
‘basics of safety’ review, then transition into training modules which will foster 
an understanding of tactical movement.  Modules include turns and pivots, 
move-stop-shoot techniques, shooting while moving, and principles of "getting 
off the X," all while maintaining combat accuracy. 

Course tuition (includes targets and range fees): 
CCSSEF Members and non-members: $60 

Registration link:   http://classes.critical-dynamics.com/sbc5-knh 

---------- 

3-Hour Skill Builder Intensive Clinic #6
Non-Conventional Shooting Positions 
Tuesday, August 16, 2022 - 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm 

This 3-hour intensive skill-builder clinic will bring the students through a  
‘basics of safety’ review, then transition into training modules which will teach 
the students a variety of shooting positions beyond the standard "combat 
isosceles" and "field interview" stances, including supine, prone, high kneel, 
low kneel, seated, and others. 

Course tuition (includes targets and range fees): 
CCSSEF Members and non-members: $60 

Registration link:   http://classes.critical-dynamics.com/sbc6-knh 

---------- 

3-Hour Skill Builder Intensive Clinic #7
Tactical Use of Cover and Concealment 
Tuesday, August 23, 2022 - 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm 

This 3-hour intensive skill-builder clinic will bring the students through a  
‘basics of safety’ review, then transition into training modules that 
compare and contrast the concepts of cover and concealment.  Students 
will learn strategies to make cover work for them, and increase their 
levels of combat accuracy when shooting from concealment or from 
behind cover. 

Course tuition (includes targets and range fees): 
CCSSEF Members and non-members: $60 

Registration link:   http://classes.critical-dynamics.com/sbc7-knh 

---------- 

3-Hour Skill Builder Intensive Clinic #8
Drills!  Drills!  Drills! 
Tuesday, August 30, 2022 - 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm 

Ready to put your skills to the test?  Following a "basics of safety' review, 
this 3-hour skill-builder clinic will run students through a series of law 
enforcement and military-level shooting qualification drills designed to 
assess core competencies in a variety of skills and provide opportunities 
both identify and remediate areas of concern. 

Course tuition (includes targets and range fees): 
CCSSEF Members and non-members: $60 

Registration link:   http://classes.critical-dynamics.com/sbc8-knh
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Prerequisites: At a minimum, students must be able to demonstrate their understanding of basic 
firearms safety and handling concepts. Completion of a basic firearms course (NRA First Steps 
Pistol, NRA Basic Pistol, or another basic pistol course) is preferred but not required. This clinic 
is NOT suited for the novice or beginner shooter. The training cadre reserves the right to remove 
from the program any student who lacks sufficient understanding of basic safety practices or 
basic operational procedures using a semi-automatic pistol. 

Every 3-Hour Skill Builder Intensive Clinic is taught by certified and credentialed law-enforcement 
tactical firearms master instructors.
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